
Being a councillor – by Peter Lawler 

Its election time so as the longest serving member of the current Parish Council I have been asked to say 

what I think being a councillor means and how it has changed over the years. 

I understand that I was first elected to the council in 1987, I was 31.  Tony Gilligan, who was Clerk at the 

time, came round and asked if I would stand as it would be good to get some younger people on the 

council, I said yes, I was probably flattered to be asked.  I had no idea I would still be doing it 34 years later.  

When I first started, the council meetings were very formal with a strict order of business, at 31 I was the 

youngest and learning how things worked took several years.  The meetings now still have to have an 

element of formality to them, there is a legal structure that we must observe, but the atmosphere feels a lot 

more open.  

The Parish Councils duties are really divided into two. 

The areas that we have full control over: these are basically the assets owned by the village, The Green 

and cross, the pond, playing fields, Heritage Centre, pumps, bus shelter etc.  

Areas that we are a consultative body for reporting: Wiltshire Council, such as planning, pavements, 

highways and Thames Water.    

We can act as a facilitator for village events, like the Festival, and within strict guidelines we can also give 

grants to help village organisations.  

Village Charities report to the Annual Assembly as do other village bodies, the Council used to have a 

representative on the School board of Governors, I was that for 8 years, although that’s no longer required. 

It’s the relationship the P.C. has with its consultative partners that’s changed most in my time.  We used to 

report to Kennet District Council and Wiltshire County Council now it’s just W.C.C.  This is different as the 

County Council becomes more strapped for cash it try’s to put more responsibility on the P.C.  We in turn 

try and reject that responsibility but as Wilts own the purse strings, we have to make more financial 

contribution to get things done, such as moving the 30mph limit on Oxford Street.     

So why am I still on the council and why would I like to see more stand for election?  The council is an 

important way of managing the village as the community wants, it’s our community.  To do this it needs a 

varied group of people as councillors.  All decisions are proposed, seconded and then passed by the 

majority hence there is little individual responsibility, over that of being a cog in a bigger wheel.  As we 

require 15 Councillors to make a full council it’s so much better for a democracy if we have at least 16 

candidates so the 15 can be truly elected.  In my 34 years I have had to be “elected” a few times but have 

often been reappointed without an election.  

It would be wrong to discuss the council without mention of the only professional person involved, the 

Clerk, Karen.  Over the years the roll of Clerk has changed a lot and whilst the basics of taking minutes and 

keeping the books in order are still there the Clerk’s now a reference point for what is allowed by statute 

and what is not, providing considerable support for the council as a whole but especially for the Chair.  

Aldbourne is very lucky to have such a knowledgeable, efficient and willing Clerk, thank you Karen for 

bearing with us.    

So, to sum up, it’s a good thing for the village if you get involved, you get a chance to voice your opinion of 

how things should be managed but don’t have individual responsibility for the decision.  As a minimum you 

will be asked to pitch up to meetings on the first Wednesday in the month for 10 months a year, although 

it’s understood that not everyone can make every meeting.  In addition, you will be asked to serve on 

committees in line with your interests, e.g. a parent with young Children may want to be on the playground 

committee.   

 



Being a Parish Councillor – By Lee Smitten 

I joined as Parish Councillor for Aldbourne in March 2020 and I am currently the most recent member of the 

council. 

When I saw the advert for the vacant position I was immediately interested and contacted the Parish Clerk 

for details. 

Having only moved to Aldbourne in 2017, I wanted to become more involved within the village as it was 

clear to me that everyone who lives in Aldbourne has a passion for community and what goes on here – so 

this was my way of giving back to what Aldbourne had already given me and my family. 

To date, I have only been to one ‘in person’ meeting as I was voted onto the council 2 weeks before the 

national lockdown and so most of my time on the council has been in the virtual world. 

I have to say that the council have adapted well to the online meetings and so the council have been able 

to run effectively during the pandemic. 

I have mostly enjoyed speaking to people about their concerns or issues around the village and then being 

able to raise them in meetings to hopefully find a solution. 

Many of the current councillors have been on the council for a long time and it is clear they have all given 

so much time and effort into making things run smoothly in the background (without the public ever knowing 

they happen) and I would like to highlight that dedication they have given. 

It is important we have people on the council this wealth of experience and knowledge to help lead the 

future and remind us of where we have come from. 

I also believe the council needs a ‘fresh set of eyes’ and so I would encourage more councillors 

representing all areas of the village as everyone will have different ideas on where our village should be 

going. 

Nothing seems to get the village talking more when a planning application comes up and it is good to see 

so many people voice their opinions on social media when they do crop up. 

Being a councillor enables you to have a strong voice within the council to make your opinion heard and 

shape the response of the parish to the applications. 

I have tried to listen to those I talk to as well as my own personal views when making cases for change. 

Sometimes we could be discussing the repairs to an ancient water well that serviced the village long ago or 

how to best develop the village for electric cars in the future – it can all crop up in a parish meeting! 

If you feel you have a lot to give to shaping our village then why not stand as a councillor in the upcoming 

elections?  

Let us have a fully diverse group of people who speak for all areas of the village and give that voice – it 

could be YOU! 
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